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Good morning and Welcome to Home Study and WA CAP Training
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Introduction

Welcome!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome and IntroductionGood morning and welcome to Regional Licensing and CPA Home Study and WA CAP Training. Getting Started: First off, we would like to welcome you. Thank you for making the trip, however short or long, to be here to learn together in person. We learn and connect so much more effectively face to face. This is a wonderful opportunity for us to learn how we can support each other, and learn together as we utilize this new system.  We really encourage you to ask questions today, reflect on your own practice and approach these changes both in practice and mindset as new opportunities to grow and learn!! Our goal is better outcomes for our children and families as well as better work efficiencies too. Be bold with us-raise your hand and share what you have on your mind.



WDT Training Team and Guest Presenters

Introductions
• Name and CPA
• Role
• Time with your agency
• Confidence with WA CAP 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a moment to introduce ourselves and learn a little more about each other and the work that we do. Introduce WDT Training Team and Guest PresentersRotation dependentNow that you know a little about us, please briefly tell us a little bit about you. We would love to knowMove into animationIntroductionsName and CPARoleTime with your agencyConfidence with WA CAP 



Housekeeping & Etiquette

Use of 
Technology

Be Present 
and Engaged

Breaks and 
Lunch

Parking lot Handouts and 
Materials

Covid-19 
Protocols
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Housekeeping & EtiquetteUse of technology – limit distractions from phone and computerBe present and engaged to the extent you are able (please place phones away)You will have 2-3 breaks today and a 30-minute lunch break. Parking Lot – describe parking lot and how to use itHandouts and materials – discuss handoutsCOVID-19 ProtocolsWe also just want to mention that we are going to be snapping pictures throughout the next couple days. We like to take pictures to capture and recap our learning together.Facilitator: Discuss layout of building regarding exits for fresh air during break times and where restrooms can be found. 



Agreements

Ask 
Questions Engage 

Fully
Open Your 

Mind
Share 
With 

Others

Use What 
You 

Learned
Take Risks
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Agreements Move into AnimationsAsk QuestionsEngage FullyOpen Your MindShare With OthersUse What You LearnedTake Risks



Where are We Going?
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Home Study 
Framework

WA CAP

Transfer 
Learning 

Train the 
Trainer

Adult Learning 
Theory

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IntroductionYou may be asking yourself, what is this training about? Are we here today to learn about the new Home Study and WA CAP? Yes, yes we are! These next couple of days are going to be packed with lots of information. Training today is going to begin with a discussion on the train the trainer approach, your role as a power user, and adult learning. We will discuss the Home Study Framework and the data that led to a change in our home study process, and then we are going to hear from the WA CAP team on the Home Study in WA CAP as they take us through a live demo of the system. The second portion of our training will provide you with an introduction into WA CAP and how we will do our work in our new system. WA CAP will also demo the renewal and reassessment process, and we will provide guidance and next steps to get your ready for training CPA staff. 



WA CAP Application Process
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Ease of reviewing application 

More critical awareness

Home Study Guide 

Sourcing from Applicant side 

Time Savings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What do we have to look forward to?WA CAP is a time and energy saver due to improvements that make things more efficient and timely. Remember too from the functionality training that WA CAP allows us to track quantifiable and even small progress in real time, so we don’t have to wait for forms to be snail mailed or dropped off at the office for us anymore. Let’s take a quick look at what we can look forward to:Move into animationEasier time reviewing application- You can pull up complete or incomplete forms to track how far applicants are in process. -And you don’t even have to try to decipher handwriting!More critical awareness – They enter the info on their end and we see it on our end in real time. Time savings - Reducing the amount of manual tracking. We are able to get rid of several of our current data tracking spreadsheets.  Reference questionnaires are emailed directly to reference - It automatically generates questionnaires; they click the link in the email, fill out the questionnaire and hit submit, and the response rate is amazingly successful, reportedly 92% to 98%.Home Study Guide – Home Study guide links throughout HS form. You don’t have to flip back and forth through multiple pages to find the section you need.Sourcing from Applicant side –On worker side, names and information entered in the application, personal information, and medical self-report forms will populate into the home study for the worker so it’s readily available to reference and discuss in your assessment.  In order to WA CAP to be more efficient, we have to remember that we need to be able to feed it the data it needs. LD and CPAs must use this online application portal and we must always encourage families to use the portal. CPA staff will need to assess for accessibility barriers, including but not limited to; language, technology, disability, etc. 	Facilitator Note** WA CAP is set up for data collection. We should always be creating our forms in WA CAP, not uploading!! Uploading makes the fillable form or template in WA CAP useless, no longer even available. This is true for both applicant and worker forms. The uploaded forms do not capture important data elements. Data collection example: When we fill in the Compliance Agreement form directly in WA CAP after a period of time, we can pull reports to see how many were due to specific WAC violations. i.e. We might find a quantifiable reoccurring theme of violations for lack of supervision or inappropriate discipline under one agency that can help us determine where additional training and support might be necessary. Lets take a look at the next slide for our Learning Objectives for this training.  



Learning Objectives
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• Develop an understanding of the three different 
types of permanency and how they support child and 
youth outcomes

Permanency Purpose

• Gain an understanding about the role of racial equity, 
implicit bias, self reflection, and critical thinking in 
the new Home Study

Equitable 
Assessments

• Develop an understanding of how critical thinking 
supports safe and healthy placement for children and 
youth

Strength Based Focus

• Gain an understanding of how the new Home Study 
implementation will intersect with the roll-out of the 
new WA CAP system

WA CAP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facilitator: Briefly walk through Learning Objectives



What is a Power User?

Active 
proponents 
of  WA CAP

Users who 
CPAs and 

Applicants 
regularly go 

to for 
assistance or 

support

Users who 
are available 
to support 

CPA staff and 
Applicants

Users who 
are in the 

system on a 
consistent, 
recurring 

basis

Champions 
who will 

support CPA 
staff and 

Applicants in 
learning and 
navigating 
WA CAP

By definition, Power Users are:
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who here is familiar with the term Super User or Power user?Facilitator: Explain that the difference between traditional super users and our power user group is the focus on OCM and support to practice transition. Power Users are those staff who are positioned to support staff through navigating change processes during launch and implementation. Many, if not all of you are providing regular support, leadership, and guidance to our CPA staff. By being a part of this group, you are in a role that lends itself to providing this critical support to staff already. The focus will now just include support for WA CAP and practice changes. RL Power Users:Active proponents of WA CAPUsers that CPA staff regularly go to for assistance or support alreadySomeone who is available to support CPA staffUsers who are in the system on a consistent, recurring basis Champions who will support CPA staff in learning and navigating WA CAP
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What to expect

Think about how frustrating it is 
when you call customer service 
and you get bounced around from 
person to person…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Everyone in this training today has been identified as a Power User, and Regional Licensors are going to be the first point of contact for CPAs when it comes to questions about WA CAP, the new home study, policy, and any practice related changes. We need to prepare ourselves for the increase in support needed to continue to move our work forward and provide good customer service. Move into Animations (exit animation - picture on slide)(New picture on slide and text)Think about how frustrating it is when you call customer service and you get bounced around from person to person and what should have taken a couple minutes ends up taking a half hour and several people later? Our goal should be to answer the questions that come to our attention, without having to redirect people to others to get their questions answered. Note that Binti has a “Chat” button for any Binti related questions. Any questions about functionality of the portal, should go directly to Binti using the chat feature. 



Tell Show Do Review
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Train the Trainer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s discuss the train the trainer model Because you as our power users are our leaders and peers, training does not stop in this classroom. Tell, Show, Do, Review:Facilitator: ask group what kind of learner they think they are? Tell – You are given what you need to knowWhat is new?What is the same?Show –You are shown what to do and how it’s done.Set expectations.Address concerns and questionsDo – Provided the chance to practice the work Practice in the new system and review workflows with peers. Allow for teach backs to help fill in the gaps  Review what has been learned Do and Review is a cycle where repetition is key so practice in the system is absolutely necessary outside of this training. How comfortable are you with the new system?Were learning objectives met?



Visual 
Provide lists or visuals that map out the required steps.

Auditory
Discuss the task or situation. Break down the task or problem.

Read/Write 
Provide web links or share written materials that can be read 
and digested.

Kinesthetic 
Practice steps toward the goal - via role-play or simulation 
when possible.

Applied Learning Styles
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 4 Main Learning Styles:Facilitator: Pick one or two highlights from each learning style.Visual LearnersVisual learners learn best by seeing. Graphic displays such as charts, diagrams, illustrations, handouts, and videos are all helpful learning tools for visual learners.Visual learners prefer this type of learning would rather see information presented in a visual rather than in written form.Do you think you might be a visual learner? Then consider the following questions:Are art, beauty, and aesthetics important to you?Does visualizing information in your mind help you remember it better?Do you have to see information in order to remember it?Do you pay close attention to body language?If you can answer yes to most of these questions, chances are good that you have a visual learning style. You may find it helpful to incorporate things like pictures and graphs when you are learning new information.Aural LearnersAural (or auditory) learners learn best by hearing information. They tend to get a great deal out of lectures and are good at remembering things they are told.Are you an auditory learner? Consider the following questions:Do you create songs to help remember information?Does reading out loud help you remember information better?Do you prefer to listen to class lectures rather than reading from the textbook?Would you prefer to listen to a recording of your class lectures or a podcast rather than going over your class notes?If you answered yes to most of these questions, then you are probably an auditory learner. You might find things like audiobooks and podcasts helpful for learning new things.Reading and Writing LearnersReading and writing learners prefer to take in information that is displayed as words and text. Could you be a reading and writing learner? Read through the following questions and think about whether they might apply to you.Do you enjoy making lists, reading definitions, and creating presentations?Do you find reading your textbook to be a great way to learn new information?Do you take a lot of notes during class and while reading textbooks?Do you prefer it when teachers make use of overheads and handouts?If you answered yes to these questions, it is likely that you have a strong preference for the reading and writing style of learning. You might find it helpful to write down information in order to help you learn and remember it.Kinesthetic LearnersKinesthetic (or tactile) learners learn best by touching and doing. Hands-on experience is important for kinesthetic learners.Not sure if you're a kinesthetic learner? Answer these questions to find out:Are you good at applied activities such as painting, cooking, mechanics, sports, and woodworking?Do you enjoy performing tasks that involve directly manipulating objects and materials?Do you have to actually practice doing something in order to learn it?Is it difficult for you to sit still for long periods of time?If you responded yes to these questions, then you are most likely a kinesthetic learner. Taking classes that give you practical, hands-on experience may be helpful when you want to acquire a new skill.



• What is your Learning Style?

• Are you able to recognize the 
different learning styles of the 
CPA staff that you work with? 

• How can you support the 
different learning styles through 
this transition?

• What supports do you need?

Reflection Activity 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ActivityFacilitator InstructionsWe are going to break out into groups with others from your unit/team to discuss the questions on the screen. You will have 10 minutes to discuss amongst yourselves. On the flip charts, answer:How can you support the different learning styles on your team through this transition?What supports do you need?Each team should identify a speaker. We will have a couple minutes for each team to share out with the group the ideas each team came up.



Why the Change and Why Now?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why the Change and Why Now?You may be asking yourself, and we know that some of you are, why the change and why now? In 2020, DCYF leaned on the The Harvard Kennedy School Government Performance Lab to help DCYFidentify ways to increase support available to kinship placements and work at improving the Home Study process to make the pathway to licensure as smooth and painless as possible for all caregivers. Facilitator Note about GPL: Government Performance Lab (GPL) The GPL works closely with governments to develop and test service reforms – from how governments spend money through procurement to how they incorporate community voice in reforms – and thereby build more just and effective service systems. The GPL has completed more than 200 projects in 35 states, which have helped government leaders improve results for their residents. The main finding was that the current Home Study process created barriers to and slowed the process of becoming licensed for many caregivers and potential caregivers. An overhaul of the current Home Study Process was recommended, to improve access to licensure and more efficiently utilize resources. As a result, the Home Study is changing and the system in which we complete it is changing. This is a good change. This is change that is meant to improve our lives, improve the lives of our caregivers, and improve the lives of the children, youth, and families that we serve. The new Home Study approach divides all requirements of our former unified home study into specific types that may be completed simultaneously or separately depending on the case plan of the child in the home. If a permanency assessment is not necessary or requested by the applicant. The permanency question do not need to be addressed with the caregiver. It also differentiates requirements between Kinship and General Foster Care licenses. For kinship caregivers it will provide a logical pathway for them, since most of them are already providing care for a child in their home.
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First and primary goal for children - safely reunite 

Ensure children are placed in safe homes 

Home Study for all caregivers

Reunification message

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reunification message-first priorityAs you know, the Agency’s first and primary goal for children who experience out-of-home care is to safely reunite them with their birth families whenever possible. Move into animationIt is also the Agency’s responsibility to ensure children are placed in safe homes while in foster care. One of the ways the agency does this, is by completing a Home Study for all caregivers and prospective caregivers.   



Equity

Consistency

Better outcomes

Home Study  
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, let’s talk about the new Home Study framework:The home study is now called what? Does anyone know what the new Home Study is called? -Home StudyThe new home study process will bring more equity and consistency when assessing a perspective caregiver. It is a model that brings an opportunity for us to change the way we work to create better outcomes for children by placing an emphasis on cultural and relational permanency along with legal permanency. We will talk more about what permanency looks like in this training.  



Focus on 
the positive 

Visualize 
Barriers 
become  
victories 

Growth Mindset 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What we want everyone to come into this training with is the ability to apply a growth mindset: “Applying a growth mindset involves looking at challenges as opportunities to thrive and develop abilities, with a focus on the positive potential rather than focusing on barriers. Barriers are important, but how we visualize overcoming them is even more important – this is the basic approach of a growth mindset – focusing on what we can control and how we turn barriers into victories. 



Break

18

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
15 minute break



Legal
Cultural

Relational 

Permanency 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DCYF is shifting its focus and efforts towards cultural and relational permanency for children or youth in care. Current research is showing that legal permanency does not provide all the components necessary for lifelong connections and stability for individuals. A 2018 pilot study conducted in Texas with the Texas Youth Permanency Study, titled “Authentic Relationships Matter Most: A New Model for Permanency”, found that the success, stability and well-being of youth in a relational and cultural permanency placement far exceeds those youths in a legal permanency placement.   Without focusing on a cultural and relational context, standard processes may not be sensitive to risk or protective factors. Family cultures are unique and vary, so the health and safety assessment should be about each extended family unit and/or cultural community.For Washington, as of May 2023, 55% of children placed in out of home care are placed with kin. 



Reunification
Adoption

Guardianship 

Legal Permanency  
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Permanency has different meanings, especially in child welfare. We look at legal permanency when a child comes into care. As a state agency, we must, to ensure a child achieves legal permanency, whether it is through reunification, adoption, guardianship or another plan that provides legal structure until a child reaches majority. Legal permanency can be achieved through the options in the federal mandate of the Adoptions and Safe Families Act or if exception criteria is met. Once a child is legally free, they have no legal parent, and with a guardianship, parental rights can remain intact.  For example, in the case of Tribal Customary Adoption an Indian child is permanently placed without termination of parental rights, but the parent or Indian custodian cannot have the child returned upon demand.Note: The term “Guardianship” has different meanings for different tribes. Each individual tribe has its own rules and regulations surrounding guardianship issues, and if a guardianship was established by a tribal court, only that court has the authority to modify it. 



Relational Permanency
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Relational permanency is a term describing emotional attachment 
between a child and caregivers, family members and kin. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Relational and cultural permanency have equal significance to a child in foster care. Relational permanency is a term describing emotional attachment between a child and caregivers, family members and kin. Maintaining these relationships as a child is placed in foster care is important to their well-being and development.Some examples of relational permanency are:relationships with brothers and sisters, family friends, extended family, teachers, childcare providers and former foster family members. They are the important long-term relationships that help children feel loved and connected and support healthy identity formation and exploration.



Cultural Permanency
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Cultural permanency is a term describing a continuous connection 
to family, tradition, race, ethnicity, culture, language, and religion. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cultural permanency is a term describing a continuous connection to family, tradition, race, ethnicity, culture, language, and religion.  Maintaining cultural ties is important since they can affect a child’s sense of self and well-being. This idea is a significant component of the pre-service training foster parents receive and is established through respectful communication with birth families and practices such as shared parenting.An example of cultural permanency is creating opportunities – through fostering connections with birth families, or others close to a child – to share family histories, join into tribal communities such as attending pow wows and telling stories.   Ideally, these ideas of cultural and relational permanency support one another. When we make kinship care a priority, children are placed with relatives or chosen family who cherish and support them and strive to honor their cultural heritage and connections.  This can make all of the difference to a child, affecting their sense of self, their well-being, and the overall trajectory of their lives. DCYF is shifting its focus and efforts towards cultural and relational permanency for children or youth in care. Current research is showing that legal permanency does not provide all the components necessary for lifelong connections and stability for individuals.   



Video
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facilitator: To get a better sense of what these benefits might look like in real life, let’s take the next four minutes to watch this video of twin brothers who managed to successfully make it through the system, thanks to the help of their great aunt and uncle.Facilitator Note – play video “How kinship care helped twins make it through the foster care system”. Video Link – you can click on the YouTube icon to start the video or copy/paste the video URL into Chrome to view it.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqCJG8vk5aA Facilitator Note: Follow up -does anything resonate with you in seeing this video? We would like to gather some ideas from you all about what relational and cultural permanency means. Let’s first discuss relational permanency.  Facilitator: Include time for a few minutes of discussion. Flip chartNow let’s gather some thoughts on cultural permanency. Facilitator: Flip chart Include time for a few minutes of discussion, then follow-up with a nice closing comment – e.g., “Thank you for participating. Those were some great collective thoughts on relational and cultural permanency.” 



DCYF’s Administrative RESJ Policy 6.01
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For staff this may look like learning to recognize our individual biases, 
whether conscious or unconscious, participating in continuous learning 
related to RESJ and practicing cultural humility and regular self-reflection. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DCYF’s Administrative RESJ policy 6.01 As a brief reminder, from an agency-wide standpoint, in 2021 DCYF released an internal RESJ Administrative Policy. The intent of policy 6.01 Racial and Social Justice (RESJ) is to provide a framework for every person providing services under the DCYF umbrella – employees, volunteers, interns, work-study students and contractors – to take responsibility for this goal.  For staff this may look like learning to recognize our individual biases, whether conscious or unconscious, participating in continuous learning related to RESJ and practicing cultural humility and regular self-reflection.  The policy also defines how everyone will help create and sustain a welcoming, supportive, safe, affirming and respectful work environment. Both our internal culture and work environment as well as our work serving children, youth and families across the state are part of the work to begin changing systems. 



Shared Language and Concepts: 
Disproportionality and Structural Racism
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Many factors may explain the evidence of disproportionality and disparity 
surrounding racial groups and low-income families in the child welfare system:

Correlation between poverty 
and maltreatment

Visibility or exposure bias

Limited access to services

Geographic restrictions

Child welfare professionals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shared Language and Concepts: Disproportionality and Structural RacismWithin our work and the systems, we move in, disproportionality is significant. The rates of BIPOC and LGBTQIA+ children and youth in the system are significantly higher with poorer outcomes than other children and youth in the system. Many factors may explain the evidence of disproportionality and disparity surrounding racial groups and low-income families in the child welfare system:Move into animationCorrelation between poverty and maltreatment;Visibility or exposure bias;Limited access to services;Geographic restrictions; andChild welfare professionals knowingly or unknowingly letting personal biases impact their actions or decisionsThese are also important factors to keep in mind when working with some of our caregivers while completing the home study.  Due to historical structural racism, some of our caregivers may be affected by the factors that were just mentioned.  



Honoring Government to Government Relations
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We also want to acknowledge our work with tribes and the unique ways 
cultural and legal permanency may be prioritized in indigenous communities. 

~ Tribal partner(s)

“Often times, home studies are conducted 
through the dominant culture lens.”

American Indian/Alaska Native 
children are still three times more 
likely to be removed by state child 
welfare systems than non-Native 
children. ~ICWA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Working with Tribes and Honoring Continued Government to Government Relations. Facilitator: elaborate on the following information in this slide:DCYF has an Office of Tribal RelationsAcknowledge Gov-to Gov relationship - We want to acknowledge our work with tribes and the unique ways cultural and legal permanency may be prioritized in indigenous communities. As the new Home Study model was developed, it was shared with internal and external stakeholders. Centennial Accord (29 federally recognized tribes)- in order to better achieve mutual goals through an improved relationship between their sovereign governments. For more details: https://goia.wa.gov/relations/centennial-accordCommitment from our state to respect all values and culturesMore comprehensive tribal training occurs during HS Track weekContact information of Mandy-she should be there at training and would be good to introduce herSome of the feedback from tribal partners included the following observation:“Often times, home studies are conducted through the dominant culture lens.”- Tribal partner(s) feedbackThere are many considerations that are a priority in tribal communities regarding the care and placement of Indian children. Additionally, in the past few years there have been significant Indian Child Welfare Act cases that have established new expectations and priorities for our work with tribal families and communities. Nationally, implementation of ICWA requirements currently falls far short of achieving the statute’s goal. American Indian/Alaska Native children are still three times more likely to be removed by state child welfare systems than non-Native children. ~ICWA We will not have time to give full respect to the needs of this content area but want to point out, Casey Family Programs, the largest foundation in the country focused on safely reducing the need for foster care in the U. S. has developed strategies around applying the principals of ICWA.  



Equitable Assessments
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we begin to acknowledge institutional and systemic racism, we must look at how structures, policies, and procedures have impacted outcomes for BIPOC, LGBTQIA+ and other groups of people who have been historically targeted for oppression during the Home Study process. The agency has set a priority to change tools and processes when working with our families. All staff can play a role in helping implement this or in identifying more equitable ways of doing the work.Facilitator: Speak to the graphic and discuss that when workers are using equitable assessments, we have to recognize that some of our families may need more supports in meeting the home study requirements. And, open it up for discussion on how they saw previous practices contributing to tribes and other marginalized communities’ lack of trust of the state and government.  



As a way to combat institutional and systemic racism, the agency has laid 
out a strategic plan. Two of the strategic priorities included in the plan are:

DCYF’s Strategic Goals - Equitable Outcomes
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• Change the use of assessments in child welfare and juvenile rehabilitation 
where they are known to contribute to disproportionate outcomes. 

• DCYF will stop using biased assessments that contribute to racial 
disproportionalities and will revise or replace them with tools that 
support positive outcomes for all communities.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As a way to combat institutional and systemic racism, the agency has laid out a strategic plan. Two of the strategic priorities included in the plan are:Move into animationChange the use of assessments in child welfare and juvenile rehabilitation where they are known to contribute to disproportionate outcomes. DCYF will stop using biased assessments that contribute to racial disproportionalities and will revise or replace them with tools that support positive outcomes for all communities.Facilitator Note: Lead group into 5 minutes of self reflection to identify bias in own work. Ask them to write down their thoughts and what they can do to help challenge their biases.



Implicit Bias
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we talk about Equitable Outcomes, we have to acknowledge our own Implicit Bias or prejudice, and how it can affect our decision making. Prejudice is a learned behavior that begins in early childhood. Prejudice connects directly to implicit bias and is defined as: an adverse opinion or leaning formed without just grounds or before sufficient knowledge.Facilitator Note -engage room for thoughts and ideasIt is important to identify bias.  As you complete your home studies, it will be important to know your own, but also to understand where your RL is coming from when they are asking for additional information surrounding the RESJ policy framework.



Example of Implicit Bias Showing Up 
in Our Practice
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What are some scenarios that have come up in our field practices that demonstrate how may we have looked at the situation differently through this lens? Move into animationFor example:We observe a family’s income to appear less than their reported spending, we may go into the assessment thinking we’re unlikely to recommend approval (before even talking with the applicant/caregiver) because HOW would they meet the needs of additional children if they don’t show that they’re meeting the needs of their current family?  Reporting income gets tricky if an individual is undocumented and working under the table.Maybe the caregivers are seasonal workers and know how to budget and access community resources for the months they are unemployed. The only way to find out is to keep an open mind and ask follow up questions.Maybe there are multigenerational families financially helping each other out We are working in a location that is known to have HUD housing and gang activity, staff may carry some unconscious fear themselves and automatically think it will be unsafe for children in-careFor example: bedroom sharing. We encounter families who are sharing bedrooms or using living rooms for sleeping. Our initial thought may be, the space is too small and crowded to allow additional children to live in the home. With the mindset shift within LD, staff should be removing barriers to the licensing process and look to exempt the WAC regarding bedrooms as long as there are no safety concerns. Using critical thinking and asking caregivers if there is a plan to move, or how are they going provide privacy as the youth gets older?     These are examples of factors that can contribute to inadvertently operating from a place of bias while engaging in work tasks.Facilitator: are there other areas that you can think of we may not have covered here.Example of Implicit Bias Showing Up in Our Practice Let’s discuss a scenario where bias came into play when working with a caregiver planning to adopt. During the Home Study process staff typically don’t have control over getting the medical evaluation scheduled. Staff rely on caregivers to schedule and complete the appointment, have the paperwork sent etc. The medical report form is required because the caregiver is going to adopt and remind folks it won’t be required for a licensed home study or placement purpose home study (unless utilizing it to mitigate a concern, instead they’ll be using self-report medical).An example where inequities could be at play would be if a BIPOC caregiver may have a challenging or negative history with the medical system-  this step can present barriers or difficulties to navigate.It is an opportunity to check our own assumptions as well as those potentially held by other professionals who are part of the process. 



Self Reflection and Critical Thinking
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Critical thinking is a vital part of how we approach our work 
and should be built into our processes and workflow. 

Equally our colleague conversations, supervisor or management staffing's 
may open our perspective on the current events you are facing.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To counteract this was the impact of taking steps to communicate, to use positive inquiry to learn a bit more about an individual’s history and some of the biases and barriers they may be encountering.  It is an opportunity to check our own assumptions as well as those potentially held by other professionals who are part of the process.  Having an advocate who is part of the child welfare system, you. You can make all the difference in navigating the process and generating positive outcomes for families.Critical thinking is a vital part of how we approach our work and should be built into our processes and workflow. Equally our colleague conversations, supervisor or management staffing may open our perspective on the current events you are facing. In the next section, we will look at the interviewing, verifying and documentation tasks and techniques that are part of the Home Study and how to recognize and incorporate critical thinking in the work. 
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Tying It All Together

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we complete home studies, we have to keep it in the forefront that we all have biases and areas of the home study that seem particularly important to us. We might have a tendency to focus our attention on those areas more than others, for instance for some, it might be finances, for others mental health, culture or discussion on LGBTQIA. Our focus may be based on areas we’re passionate about or on a past personal experience, which is understandable. However, we do have to be mindful of assessing all areas alike, using critical thinking, and being equitable in the process. For those of you that attended our Critical Thinking and Implicit Bias training last summer, you might remember the discussions on how personal bias can significantly influence our decision making, cloud our judgement, and cause us to make illogical or irrational decisions. Let’s watch a short segment of a film by Jeffrey Robinson related to this topic. Facilitator: Play video clip from minutes: 11:28-14:13, then engage participants in a discussion. - “What are your thoughts on this clip and what does it tell you about our work assessing families?”  Link to video for LD staff:https://sowa.sumtotal.host/rcore/c/pillarRedirect?relyingParty=LM&url=app%2fmanagement%2fLMS_ActDetails.aspx%3fActivityId%3d1178168%26UserMode%3d0This video clip is from the documentary, Who We Are: Chronicles of Racism in America.  To be equitable in our assessments, we have to make the conscious decision to challenge our thoughts, stick to the facts, use critical thinking, and review each of our applicants objectively.



Lunch
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re going to take a 30 minute lunch break and when we come back, we’re going to switch gears and log into the WA CAP portal so we can follow along in the system as WA CAP demos the home study for us this afternoon.



Interview - Verify - Document

Interview

VerifyDocument

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Interview – Verify – Document As you a know, the home study process is a very personal process for some individuals and not everyone shares their story at once. These conversations can be difficult and it may take time to build rapport when an individual is hesitant in sharing their story with you.  When an applicant is struggling with sharing their story of self, try to gain an understanding of the why and explore if there are any barriers preventing them from talking. FYI –information to give to RL’s about expectations for CPA’s.  We wanted to share this slide with you for your information.  This is intended to give you insight on the messages that will be sent out to our CPA partners. CPA Training - Group Activity:  On a flip chart - Discuss rapport building-popcorn ideas here on what people use to build rapport to set up the best interview circumstances.   



Interview
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just obtaining information is not the goal of the interview; the goal of the interview is to obtain the information needed for a thorough assessment of the family. Most all of you have conducted many interviews with adults, kids and collateral contacts and have developed your own interview style that includes being respectful, open to what is being said and have an awareness of your biases. Facilitator: We want to share a video with you all to keep in mind for our mindset and consideration during interview process.Trauma Matters to Child WelfareVideo Link – (video would not insert the same way as the others - to start the video copy/paste the video URL into Chrome to view it)https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4av41q7YuIAnyone want to share take-aways or thoughts for our work ahead?Facilitator: It is important to remember that some of our caregivers have trauma and going through the home study process could re-traumatize them.  After speaking about traumatic events, it is important to check in with your applicants to make sure they are okay before you leave their home.  Equally important is the fact that as workers, we can also be traumatized by hearing other’s trauma histories.  It is important to make sure that you have a self-care routine that you can use after a difficult home visit.



Verification

When you verify information, you 
are analyzing or checking the 
information you have gathered, to 
confirm or verify that what you 
have been told is possible or true.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VerificationFacilitator - who would like to share why they think verifying or verification is important to this process? Move into animationThe role of verifying When you verify information, you are analyzing or checking the information you have gathered from the applicants, to confirm or verify that what you have been told is possible or true.Requires that you analyze assumptions and biasesRequires that you seek out a multitude of sources/perspectives if related to child safety or the current situationRequires cross referencing the personal information formRequires that you acknowledge and address discrepanciesRequires shared decision making- includes consultation and discussion to complete that second layer of verifying and analyzing of the information gathered. Requires corroborating information you have gathered 



Documentation
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Documentation needs to be current and accurately reflect the conversations. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While clear documentation in any report itself is vital, it is also critical for CPA staff to ensure that their documentation accurately reflect the conversations had with their applicants and collateral contacts that assisted them with their recommendations. Even though RLs do not typically have to review case notes, there are times when that information is helpful in decision making. CPAs should continue their current case note and documentation process and will not be entering case notes in WA CAP.CPA staff should document their critical thinking and examine for bias, and make sure that their home study is based on fact and assessment. Documentation must include the facts and should tell a complete story of the applicant. This includes Information from start to finish, leaving no gaps in the story; the reader should not be left wondering. The assessment and recommendation to approve or not approve should be based on the information gathered and an analysis of the facts and it should be documented objectively. Avoid letting personal opinions, assumptions or attitudes influence the assessment.In conclusion, CPA licensors should make sure that their documentation is accurate, factual and reflects the interview process. They should explain everything within their document (Home Study), rather than referring the reader to other documents or pieces of information to fill in gaps. Note, WA CAP has no place to enter gender and all licenses will state “any gender.” We no longer use the term either gender.



Strength-Based Focus 
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A Strength-Based Focus challenges each of us to look at individuals differently. 

It pushes us, as LD staff, to think critically and creatively about how to make a situation work. 

Strength-Based Focus is a mindset of looking for signs of health rather than signs of weakness. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Strength-Based is a mindset of looking for signs of health rather than signs of weakness. It pushes us, as RL and CPA staff, to think critically and creatively about how to make a situation work. This comes back to our mindset shift of supportive regulation vs.  a “gotchya” approach. When you practice a Strength-Based Focus, you are curious and exploratory when assessing a caregiver. You look at the possibilities of what CAN happen as opposed to how it CANNOT happen. This mindset focuses on strengths we each have and away from seeing individuals who need help as having a problem.   A Strength-Based Focus challenges each of us to look at individuals differently. For all of us, knowing we are good at something motivates us to keep on working. This is especially true for our caregivers who are providing a safe and healthy home where children in out of home care thrive physically, socially, emotionally and educationally.  



Indicators 
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An indicator is a tool to identify potential areas that need additional 
information before finalizing a home study. 

Identification: Most of the indicators have been incorporated into 
the new Home Study. 

Expansion: Implementation of indicators to identify potential areas where 
additional information is needed or not needed before finalizing a home study.

Mitigation: These indicators have helped to inform and develop 
appropriate mitigation strategies into the new home study. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An Indicator is a tool to identify potential areas that need additional information before finalizing a home study.  With the implementation of the current Home Study, new vocabulary has been identified to use as RL and CPA staff assess potential indicators.    Identification: Indicators have been incorporated into the new Home Study through WA CAP as questions for RL and CPA staff to answer based on the information gathered through out the assessment. An example of this is how do we gather information about our applicants?  Through the application process, interviewing, collateral contacts, seeing or hearing things during the home visits, etc.Expansion: Implementation of an indicator is to identify potential areas where additional information is needed or not needed before finalizing a home study.For example, in the home study process, it was assessed that the applicant uses alcohol. The indicator here would be the use of alcohol and if it impacts their ability to care for a child.  Mitigation: Indicators have helped to inform and develop appropriate mitigation strategies into the new home study. These are built into the home study as well. So the mitigation strategies for the example above could include an informal assessment regarding frequency and duration of use alcohol, triggers for use, a supervision plan of the children  In short, the primary objective of this change is to increase timeliness for home study completion, increase the pool of licensed caregivers of all types, implement what we have learned from the indicators, and create an equitable assessment framework with minimal barriers. If an indicator is present, it may be positive, negative or both. When an indicator is a concern, then we work with the family to get it mitigated if possible, in order to recommend approval. There are 20 indicators. If one could not be mitigated, we may still be able to get to approval. It is more about all of the indicators together, not necessary each one individually. The follow up question you will see in WA CAP is “Select all mitigation factors that apply” with one of the options being “other” and one being “was not mitigated” If “was not mitigated” is selected, the worker should assess further to see if it’s possible to get to an approval of placement or permanency.If there is a concern, one or more of the mitigation strategies noted may be checked. Checking off every mitigation strategy is not required and is likely unnecessary. The list of mitigation tools is not exhaustive. If an indicator is a concern and the mitigation strategy is not listed, document that strategy under “other.” 



Indicators
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• Increase consistency

• Reduce subjective decision

• Identify inconsistencies

The use of these indicators should:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The use of these indicators should:Increase consistencyReduce subjective decisionIdentify inconsistenciesDue to potential bias limitations, indicators will not be used as a tool to recommend or not recommend placement or permanency. It is critical to remember that identification of indicators does not definitively inform the LD worker of the outcome or determine the recommendation of the Home Study. As we said earlier, they are tools to use to identify areas that need additional information or clarification. Remember the old saying, “correlation does not equal causation?” This rings true for indicators. These indicators help us make informed decisions and identify risk, but please note - they do not guarantee an outcome. 



Foundational Licensing Tracks
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Foster 
License

Kinship 
License

As mentioned earlier today, the Home Study approach places the 
agency’s emphasis on relational and cultural permanency while 

also promoting legal permanency.

For CPAs there are two foundational tracks:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about WA CAP Tracks. As mentioned earlier today, the Home Study approach places the agency’s emphasis on relational and cultural permanency while also promoting legal permanency. It divides all requirements of the old Unified Home Study approach into different steps and a family is entered into a specific “track” depending on if they are seeking a general foster license or a kinship license. Remember, kinship providers can apply for a Foster License if they are interested in placement of non-related youth. Currently, CPA’s are able to complete Foster Licenses and Kinship Licenses, however not all CPAs have the Kinship License track, based on their agency’s decision not to offer the Kinship License. If an agency opted not to offer Kinship licenses, they will not have that track available.  Move into animationFor CPA’s there are two foundational tracks in WA CAP:Foster License Track – for general foster care licensesKinship License Track – for child specific licenses  We want to highlight that each of these tracks uses the same home study assessment tool, so even though there are different requirements for the individual track that the applicants are in, the home study is the same across tracks. Forms for each track are going to be available within each track, so you won’t have to look outside of WA CAP for the forms drive. If a form is not required within one track, it won’t be available in the track. For instance, you won’t find the 15-411G form for Non-Safety Exemptions or Waivers in the Foster License track, because we do not waive those requirements for general foster homes, but we do for a Kinship License. The forms in the track are essentially the “Forms Drive.”ICPC is built into the Foster and Kinship License tracks and will depend on what the sending state requests. We recognize that ICPCs are not typically done by CPAs, however there are instances when it does happen.



Additional Tracks
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Foster 
Renewal 
License

Kinship 
Renewal 
License

Foster 
License 

Expedited

Kinship 
License 

Expedited

Certified 
Respite

Certified 
Respite 

Renewal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The additional tracks in WA CAP are: Foster Renewal License  Kinship Renewal LicenseFoster License Expedited  Kinship License Expedited  Certified RespiteCertified Respite RenewalThese are other available tracks in WA CAP for families that need to renew their license, families that are seeking expedited licenses, and any individual seeking to provide certified respite. The same is true here for Certified Respite. Some agencies opted not to obtain the Certified Respite track. 
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Quick Terms

Binti – Underlying software used for LD Foster Care

WA CAP – Washington Caregiver Application Portal

Applicant – A provider or prospective caregiver within WA CAP

Intake Family – Process of creating a provider in WA CAP

Drip Email – WA CAP automated emails sent to Applicant(s)

Case Notes – Documentation of any automated emails

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now let’s take a look at some quick terminology to get us ready for our demo and the next couple activities.Binti is the Company or software system that runs WA CAP.WA CAP is our formal product name for our customized Washington Caregiver Application Portal Applicant is a provider or a caregiver/prospective caregiver whether licensed or unlicensed. For two caregiver household, will have Applicant A or Applicant BIntake Family – not to be confused with a licensing intake or a complaint that is filed. Intake family is the Process of creating a provider in WA CAPDrip Email – WA CAP automated emails sent to Applicant(s). –Only if agency chose to have automated emails.Case Notes – Documentation of any automated emails.Facilitator Note: A complete list of terms is included as a resource in your resource packet. 
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Secure Access Washington (SAW)

pre-production.binti.com/users/login

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are now going to switch gears by having us all log into WA CAP using SAW, to get us all in the system as WA CAP walks us through a Home Study demo. Participants will enter the following in their Chrome browser pre-production.binti.com/users/login begin the log in process. WDT and WA CAP Teams will walk around and assistThe WA CAP team has created a guide for us that’s going to come in handy and walk us through creating an account and how to add the service. You might know from previous experience with SAW that services for other government agencies can be searched for, but WA CAP is not going to appear on the list during a search and we’ll actually need to select the “I have been given a code by agency” option to locate and log into the WA CAP portal.Let’s take a look at how to create an account and add the service so that we can see how this works. We have to fully understand and become comfortable with the Secure Access Washington (SAW) account and service creation to add WA CAP as a service, because applicants and CPAs will need to use SAW to access WA CAP, and until they become knowledgeable with the process, they’re going to need you all to walk them through it.Please follow along and let us know where you have any questions, because it’s going to be your responsibility as a power user to walk providers or families through this process in the near future, and SAW does not offer a simple chat feature for technical assistance like Binti has, so they might be sitting for 24hrs or so waiting for a response if they don’t get help from us at the department. WA Tech is available but may take time to respond, not same day. Facilitator: demo process to log in to WA CAP using SAW as an applicant or worker, search using a code and add WA CAP as the service.Does anyone need help with logging in still that didn’t get a chance to do so yet? If so, we can have someone from the WA CAP or WDT team walk you through it. 



Logging in 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facilitator : Once participants are in the system, ask them to locate their “Intake a Family Guide” to Intake a Family. Using the CPA Foster License Process Map and the Intake a Family Guide, intake a family using your first and last name, and “Do Not Use” as the middle name, so that others know not to use your applicant(s). For the licensing track, select “WA DCYF CPA Example Portal – Washington State” and use this email address format: watesters+_____@binti.com.



Break
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Break slide - 10 minute 
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DCYF Home 
Study Demo

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facilitator: Instruct participants to log in now.Home Study Demo This will be a quick demo of the home study, please know that you will have a more in-depth training about specifics of the home study at a later date.  Please note that any personal identifiable information in the home study demo is fictional.      Show how to get into the home study and what it looks like to work in it.   There are multiple ways to answer questions in the home study:text boxescheck boxes in which you can select multiple thingsdate pickersradio buttons in which you can only select one buttondrop down menus   If you see a red Asterisk * that means it is a required section.  The home study is your voice and you are always able to write a narrative even if it’s not required.  Remember you don’t need to repeat what you selected in the radio buttons.    You will see there is an Applicant A and Applicant B, some are individual sections and some are shared sections.   These tabs/ sections on the left-hand side you do not need to go in linear fashion you can skip around it’s a working document.  Remember to save when you have written something, as long as you have saved it you can go back.  You will be prompted to save if you forgot to save it before leaving the section.  You can complete part of the section save and skip ahead (finish later).  When you leave the home study and come back in, it will bring you to the first section in the document that has not completed.  Show the following sections:Home Environment SectionLegal Permanency  Sources of Information for Adoption Evaluation Home Study Information Worker Information  Show them the output (download incomplete form).  The output document does look different that the input document.  There are questions that you will be asked in the home study that do not show on the output.       



Activity
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Same

Different

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ActivityReview the Practice Memo or Process Map with your team. Come up with what is the same and what is different between current practice and upcoming policy and practice changes.Split room into groups and have groups review one section of the two Practice Memos (PM). There may be more than one group reviewing the same PM. CPA Foster License Process MapCPA Maintenance Renewal Process MapFacilitator: Let workers know to pay attention to forms that are no longer listed that we’ve done away with for WA CAP launch. A list of forms we will no longer use at WA CAP portal launch is available in your resources.



Activity
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jeopardy  Facilitators:Break participants into equal groups.Have each group pick a team name.Give each team a buzzer.Pick a category and a point value.Facilitator read the question.Team to buzz in first must answer in the form of a question, “What is….” Team has 30 seconds to respond before moving on to next team that buzzed in.Only one answer is permitted. If incorrect answer, go to next team that buzzed in.Team to get correct answer gets to pick next category and point value.Continue until all questions have been answered. The team with the most points wins.The team to get the highest number of points wins a prize for their team.



Enjoy The Rest of Your Day!
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Regional Licensing and CPAs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good morning and Welcome to day two of Home Study and WA CAP Training

http://www.dcyf.wa.gov/


Name
Agency
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Introductions
• Name
• LD Region or Private Agency
• What you’re looking forward 
   to most with WA CAP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Day 2 introductionsFor RL training, participants share region they are with. For CPA training, agencies share the agency they are with.



Housekeeping & Etiquette
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• Use of technology

• 2-3 breaks and a 30-minute lunch

• Be present and engaged

• Parking lot (thoughts and questions)

• Handouts and materials

• DCYF COVID-19 Protocols 

• Pictures

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Housekeeping & EtiquetteUse of technology – limit distractions from phone and computerYou will have 2-3 breaks today and a 30-minute lunch break. Be present and engaged to the extent you are able (please place phones away)Parking Lot – describe parking lot and how to use itHandouts and materials – discuss handoutsPictures taken to capture and recap our learning together
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Regional Licensing Workflows
This includes the Home Study Assessment, renewals and all maintenance work.

• Renewals

• Modifications, Amendments, and 
Changes in circumstance 

• Over capacities and the no-referral process 

• Revocations

• Licensing investigations and 
compliance agreements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that we have an understanding of why we are moving into a new way of doing the home study, we will shift our focus to review and talk about your role as a Regional or CPA licensor and how WA CAP impacts the work you are all doing. Move into animationThis includes the Home Study Assessment, renewals and all maintenance work. Most all of the underlying practices in policy 5130 Regional Licensing remain the same but we will use the practice memos to inform us on updates to any practice and procedure changes. We’re going to start by taking a deeper look into our WA CAP processes now, starting with the Home Study Assessment and licensing homes, and then we’ll move into the highlights for other workflows such as:Move into animationRenewalsModifications, Amendments and Changes in circumstance-Over capacities and the no-referral process RevocationsLicensing investigations and compliance agreements As we go through our training, you will notice some new or different terminology so please feel welcomed to stop us and ask for clarification. Chances are, if you have a question about something, others do too.  
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Foster License – Process Map 

In Process Maps, “Notify” refers to required communication 
between the CPA and LD staff.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at the workflow to issue a Foster License using the resource “RL Foster License Process Map” for some of the identified steps to complete a Foster License in WA CAP. The Kinship License process will look very similar but include only the requirements of that License type. As you learned about yesterday, separate processes have been created for our Kinship families to eliminate barriers while they navigate the home study and licensing process. You might remember from past meetings that Joelle has walked us through Process Maps which will help LD and CPA staff understand the workflow for different pieces of work in WA CAP. Today, we will discuss some of the main points, from the applicant’s first point of contact with a CPA, through the approval process at LD, but it is going to be your responsibility to read through the different resources, practice guides, and process maps, and become familiar with the practice changes and processes to complete the work. Facilitator Note: In the Process Maps, any reference to “Notify” in this context between CPA and any LD staff will always refer to letting the other person know something is ready for review; this captures a date stamp of specific points in time in the licensing process. Any form of communication so long as it occurs, is accepted, though email is sometimes the easiest to track. Alerts or notifications for work being reviewed between CPA and LD staff do not occur in WA CAP. 
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Child Placing Agency
“Foster Care License 

Application”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When applicants begin filling in information in WA CAP, their responses will not change the track they are in. For example if completing their application in the Foster License track, but they answer questions on the screen regarding a Kinship child they want to care for, their responses will not “track switch” them. Track changes have to be made by the RL Supervisor.A worker will need to pay attention to what an applicant is saying or the selections they make in the system and clarify with applicant if they need to be track switched if their responses don’t match the track they’re on. CPA licensors will need to inform their RL if a track switch is needed if it turns out that applicants change their mind on what they want to be approved for. RL Supervisors and above will have permission to track change. Track changes will happen at the time the supervisor saves the change in the “Edit Application” tab. It’s not a change that requires any long period of time to take affect like we sometimes experience with Famlink when some changes are made. 



Parent Agencies with multiple provider numbers will 
have a WA CAP page for each one.

Starting the Application
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When an interested individual reaches out to a Private Agency, the CPA licensor will discuss their licensing interests with the potential applicants. Once a decision to move forward with applying is made, the CPA licensor will intake the family in WA CAP. Here’s the first of new terminology. If you take a look at the Terms and Definitions resource included in your folder, you can see that “Intake Family” in WA CAP refers to the process of creating a provider file for the applicant(s) in WA CAP.“ “Intake family” has nothing to do with an investigation.Parent Agencies with multiple provider numbers will have a WA CAP portal for each provider number. The CPA will use the link to their individual agency portal when intaking a family and once the intake is complete, WA CAP will automatically send a welcome email containing a link to log in and continue working on their application documents. When intaking a family for a CPA, the box to assign a CPA worker will not appear until after saving the Intake form, so after completing the intake, workers will need to get back into “Edit Application” to assign a worker from their agency, in the “Partner Agencies” box. CPAs will be intaking their own families, but RL staff will intake families on behalf of the CPA for short window of time until the CPAs launch their portal. CPA Licensors should be prepared to walk their applicants through each of their steps. Private Agencies had the opportunity to customize their individual WA CAP portal so not all portals are the same. Workers, both CPA and RL’s will find their new applicants in the “Initial’s Case Load” in WA CAP. Applicants begin their forms in the “Recruiting” phase and are only assigned to the CPA during this time, not the RL. Applicants must complete the Authorization and Consent to Share Records, the application, background authorization forms, and upload valid government identification to begin the application process. Once those specific requirements are complete, the CPA can notify LD Administrative Support that the family is ready to apply. Applicants will be advised by their CPA licensor to add all household members and others on the property to their online file (you might remember this from the functionality training) however ultimately it is the CPA licensor’s responsibility to add them if for any reason the applicant does not do it. Families may be sitting in this phase for long periods of time but RL timelines are not yet on our radar.
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Application Status

This is another form of date stamping to identify different 
points in time throughout the process and tracking from 
application to completion.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once the CPA has verified specific documents are done, they will move the applicant into the next phase, “Applying” and notify LD to process the application and background check authorization forms. NOTE: Even though Regional Licensors are not yet assigned to the applicant at this point, RLs will provide technical assistance to the CPA and applicant. RLs will need to use the Search bar in WA CAP to search for the applicant(s) and view their file, as needed. Worker assignment is not yet necessary however.Once the Background Check Unit (BCU) Specialist has finalized the background checks for all in household and property, the RL staff will notify the CPA via the CPA Background Clearance Notification form DCYF 23-037 in WA CAP and return the applicant into “Recruiting”. The 90-day timeline for the application will begin the date that BG check results are provided to the CPA. NOTE: You will find that through the application process, both the CPA and LD will be changing the application status back and forth between “recruiting” and “applying”. This is another form of date stamping, to identify different points in time throughout the process, and tracking from application to completion. 
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Application Process

Once determined, CPA Licensor must notify RL of the specific 
requirements that cannot be exempted or waived.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Applicants will complete the licensing requirements as outlined in Required Documents for Child Placing Agency. Essentially, in terms of what we collect for our home study and what we have previously gathered for our paper files, this is the same process. During the application process, the assigned CPA licensor will continue to work with and engage the applicant(s) and household members to complete their Home Study application forms and requirements in WA CAP in a timely manner, providing technical assistance as needed. From their worker dashboard, CPA licensors will review applicant’s online application and request from their applicants that any updates to forms and information are completed on their end by logging into their applicant account. CPA licensors will reach out to their Regional Licensor for technical assistance as needed and ensure all requirements of the track the applicant(s) is on are met and recorded on file or appropriately waived. Non-Safety Exemptions/Waivers apply only to relatives/suitable others. Move into animationThe CPA licensor needs to notify the Regional Licensor if and which requirements a Non-Safety Exemption or Waiver cannot be granted for. This should occur as soon as it’s determined, not at the end, when submitting the file to the Regional Licensor for review and approval, so that appropriate steps or necessary track changes can occur. The Regional Licensor completes DCYF 15-411G/INT form for any Non-Safety Exemptions or Waivers not granted. Note that the Kinship License section of the Required Documents for Child Placing Agencies provides guidance for applying Non-Safety Exemptions or Waivers for any documents not required for a Kinship License. Homes certified by CPAs for general foster care must meet minimum licensing requirements (MLR), and the home study and application packet will include the CPA Licensor’s assessment of the applicant’s ability to safely care for children and provide for their well-being, as well as a recommendation or outcome that is congruent with the information gathered. 



The review process will not change. 
CPA licensors will continue to 
“submit” the application packet to 
their own supervisor for review prior 
to submitting to the Regional 
Licensor for review. 
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Review Process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The review process will not change, however if CPA licensors have not previously been sending a copy of their completed home study draft to their applicant(s), they must do so now. Our current Practice Memos now require the CPA licensor to send a draft of the home study to the applicant(s) when completed, to make sure the information written is accurate. There have been questions about references. References must be written up with no identifying information so that when the applicant reads the section, they cannot determine which of the references said what. Following the applicant’s review and any necessary revisions, CPA licensors will continue to “submit” the application packet to their own supervisor for review prior to submitting to the Regional Licensor for review. CPA Supervisors will verify that all requirements are met in order to certify the family and request licensure. When ready to submit the completed packet, the Home Study form must be filled in completely but must NOT be signed until the CPA has the go ahead from the Regional Licensor.Within expected timelines, RL and RL Supervisor:Reviews all required documents, home study, and indicators in WA CAP Home Study template. Use the process maps to guide you through this until you get comfortable with the process but know that you’ll need to open up the “Home Study” and the “PDF of Documents” from Documents tab and save as PDF to your computer to add review comments. Any comments regarding indicators should also be made on the PDF of the Home Study saved to your computer, not on the HS template in WA CAP. Note that any incomplete documents will not pull forward in the “PDF of Documents.”RL will return application packet to the CPA if additional information is needed. 



Approvals
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CPA certifies 
foster home

RL reviews all 
required 

documents and 
Home Study

RL requests 
revisions when 

necessary

RL requests 
signatures to 
Home Study. 

Approves within 
expected 
timelines 

RL notifies CPA 
that license has 
been approved

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once the application is ready for approval, CPA licensor and CPA supervisor will be notified to sign the home study in WA CAP which the RL will need to upload into Famlink. This must be uploaded within 7 days so it will be extremely important to sign and submit as soon as given the “go ahead” so that the RL can meet their own timelines. RL and RLS will sign the License and ID cards in WA CAP, and notify CPA licensor that they are available for download in WA CAP. Follow the process map for important step by step instruction on the full approval process necessary for both systems. NOTE: In WA CAP, RL enters capacity in “Edit Application,” but only the Supervisor can approve the license in WA CAP. Once the application is approved, the applicant file will automatically land in the “Renewals Case Load.” The renewals case load is actually where our licensed families land for maintenance and renewal related work. 



Break
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Quick Break – 15 Minutes



Home Study Updates
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If a request for an update is received, the Regional Licensor 
must review the request to determine if an update is needed. 

Reminder: Home Study Updates should not contain 
information that is not current. The CPA must 

incorporate all the necessary updates into each 
section rather than each section noted as “update.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Home study updates are required for a number of reasons, per Policy 5110. Follow your Practice Memo for specifics. Move into animationIf a request for an update is received, the Regional Licensor must review the request to determine if an update is needed. If needed, RL will provide technical assistance to the CPA and verify the CPA licensor completes all Home Study Update requirements outlined in the Required Documents for Child Placing Agencies.  Move into Animations (exit animation - image on slide)(text on slide)Reminder: Home Study Updates should not be approved if they contain information that is not current. The CPA must incorporate all the necessary updates into each section rather than each section noted as “update.” 
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Withdrawn Applications

 CPA notifies RL of reason application needs withdrawn

 RL documents and withdraws applicant in both systems

 RL’s assignment is closed in both systems and assigned 
to “Unlicensed-All Closed Provider”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CPA will notify Regional Licensor if an application needs to be withdrawn, including effective date and an explanation of why. CPA’s have the option to remove information previously typed into the form fields in the Home Study draft in WA CAP for withdrawn applicants, as long as they never sent the Home Study to RL for review. Please note that the incomplete home study form itself cannot be deleted, and that any radio button selections previously made in the form cannot be unselected, so they would remain marked.  RL documents withdrawal reason in Famlink provider note and withdraws application in both systems. RL assigns applicant to “Unlicensed-All Closed Provider” in WA CAP and notifies RL supervisor RL Supervisor reviews note and requests Admin Support assign provider to “Unlicensed-All Closed Provider” in Famlink. Facilitator: Remind staff that all of these processes are detailed out in Process Maps.Guidance on Deleting and Withdrawing:•   Treat the HS like a formo  Best practice for when you are entering that information should be after you have gathered most of the information.o   If an agency chooses to fill out the Home Study along the way, it is their choice to do so, but they should understand that only the narrative can be truly deleted from the system. o   Follow Process Map, and just make sure you understand what data is being logged and deleted. o   Main takeaway is to make sure you have an understanding of data implications of filling out the home study and selecting radio buttons.



 All documents launched or started in WA CAP will be saved 
permanently in WA CAP

 CPAs may not delete any information from the home study form after it 
has been submitted to the RL for review

 Withdrawn or incomplete home studies that have been submitted to RL 
for review must be uploaded into WA CAP.

 

Withdrawing After Submission
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Any document launched and started in WA CAP will remain saved in the WA CAP file permanently. They cannot be deleted.We noted in the last slide that CPAs may remove some information from their partially completed home study as long as it had not been submitted to the RL for review.Once it has been submitted to the Regional Licensor for review, it must be downloaded, signed outside of WA CAP, and uploaded into “Supporting Documents” in the “Documents” tab by the CPA licensor. They will use the upload spot: “Withdrawn Home Study (Worker Upload Only).”	



WA CAP
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who’s ready to jump more into WA CAP Workflows? Facilitator : Before we do… switch to next slide
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Technical Assistance 

Process 
Applicant 

Forms

Review 
Documents 

Technical 
Assistance

Monitor 
Progress

Certify 
Applicants

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We want to remind you that just because we are switching to an online portal, which we know will improve processes in various ways, and help us by sending automated emails and reminders to families, WA CAP is not replacing Social Work. Families going through the licensing and home study process still need guidance and face to face contacts, and a live person to work with.Just as you are doing now, continue to provide technical assistance to your agencies, and monitor the progress of the applicants on your WA CAP caseload to complete the required documents to get families certified and to the regional licensors for licensure. 



Learning Lab
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who is ready for some hands-on learning? We’re going to complete various tasks in WA CAP using our CPA Foster License Process Map (PM). Using the Intake Family Guide, each of you will create an applicant file for you to work in. The Learning Lab hand out has specific instructions on exactly how to create the applicant. Please follow along so you don’t miss important details. We encourage you to continue using this applicant you will create to play around and get to know WA CAP better. Each group will perform the tasks listed under their role using the noted PM or tip sheet. The training team, any Power Users, and staff from the WA CAP team will walk around to assist. Feel free to help each other out as well! This is your first opportunity as a Power User to transfer your learning. Also start thinking about any of the processes that you feel comfortable teaching back to another person in preparation for a later activity.Facilitator note: Ask participants to pull out the CPA Foster License Process Map, Intake a Family Guide, and the Learning Lab activity page. Inform participants that the learning lab hand out has specific numbers or letters in parenthesis with the specific step for the tasks they will be completing. Facilitator should walk participants through at least one task so they can draw the connection between the Process Map and this activity. LEARNING LAB Using the CPA Foster License Process Map and the Intake a Family Guide, intake a family using your first and last name, and for the middle name use your real work email address. For example: Anna anna.enriquez@dcyf.wa.gov Enriquez   For the licensing track, select “WA DCYF CPA Example Portal – Washington State”  For the applicant’s email address, use this format: watesters+____@binti.com For example: watesters+anna.enriquez@binti.com    Worker (CPA Licensor/CPA Supervisor)Intake a family – GuideAssign a “Partner Agency Worker” – Step 2 Applying (15.)Move Applicant from Recruiting to Applying – Step 3 Approval (37.)Add children to home and Upload a 16th and 18th birthday (worker upload only) document – Step 2 Applying (22.b.i.A.) Add adult household member (in Edit Application Tab) Step 2 Applying (22.b.ii)Practice how to review Required Documents submitted - Step 3 Approval (31.) (CPA Supervisor only)Review Home Study and Indicators in WA CAP Step 3 Approval (32.-33.)Select and complete the “Waive” option for a document(s) that are not required for a new license - Step 3 Approval (29.)



Lunch

70



Worker Side 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look at the workers side of WA CAP If you haven’t already, please log into WA CAP now using the SAW process. This next section of the training is going to dive into where we do our work and it may be more helpful to you if you log in and follow along.  Facilitator: Introduce WA CAP
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Applications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dashboard initials vs renewalshow to see caseloadsexpiring documentsChat function with binti
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Applications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Binti Heart home button
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Applications

Select the hyperlink or hover over the “Actions” hyperlink.

Note: Selecting the hyperlink with the applicant(s) name will land you in the Applicant Data page. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How to search for providers Search Bar by nameSearch Results How to select a provider 



• RL Intakes family into 
appropriate track

• Once CPAs launch, they will 
Intake their own Applicants

Intake Family
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facilitator: Ask participants if they can remember what “Intake Family” is used for? Remind them that this has nothing to do with an investigation, and is used to create a provider file in WA CAP.Walk them through Intaking a family and let them know that more will be discussed during the Migration Plan portion of training, but at RL Go live, RLs will Intake pending application into the appropriate track in WA CAP on behalf of the CPA. Once CPAs launch, they will do this work on their own. Steps: Select application templateEnter Applicant DataEnter assigned worker(s)Enter status – Recruiting or ApplyingEnter Family Type, Community, Relative, Fictive KinEnter Address(es)Select if it’s an ICPCSelect Submit Intake FormYou’ll need to refer to the Process Maps and Intake Family Tip Sheet for future guidance on the Intake Family process. 



Applicant Data Tab
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Applicant and Co-Applicant

Household Information

Application Activity and History 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Applicant Data Overview name,Address, Household, et
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Edit Application Tab

Enrollment with a 
Federally Recognized Tribe

Family Type 
(Community or Relative) Applicant(s) Training Track

Applicant(s) Language 
and Ethnicity

Number of Applicants

Other Adults in Home

Workers Assigned 

License Capacity 

If any of the information from the application needs to be 
changed, have the applicant complete it on their end.  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Edit Application: Update Applicant info  Other Adults Worker Assignments Capacity AddressUpdate Application
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Change Application Status Tab

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Change Application Status Recruiting to applying, pass between CPA licensor and RLWhere to approve license



Edit References Tab
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
References WACAP automatically will suggest 2 spots for each applicant Only requirements 2 references as a provider as a wholeIf references apply to both applicants, waive other references Paper vs electronic process Adult Child Reference and Additional reference questionnaires outside of the required ones will need to be generated outside of WA CAP and then uploaded. There are NO reference cover letters in WA CAP for CPAs to use. CPA's use their own letter that is why the reference letters (with state seal) were removed.



This is where you will add or remove children in the home.

Edit Children in Home Tab 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Edit Children in the home See bio/adopted/relative children Not children in care
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Documents Tab 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DocumentsApplicant Forms – can only be filled out by applicantSupporting Documents – uploads and attestations Facilitator Note: LD cannot rename applicant uploaded forms. 	 Agency Forms – signing, iterationsProgress pie, blue dot vs green checkWaive – need to complete everything before can approve Uploads, documents vs supporting documentsNaming Convention Facilitator Note: WA CAP has created a form to guide us on how to name uploaded documents. This also provides direction on what should and should not be uploaded into WA CAP.



Case Notes Tab
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Documentation of any drip emails will be noted under Case Notes tab. The specific 
drip email cannot be viewed, just the record that it went out.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Case Notes Case notes are not being used by RL or CPA at this timeDrip email log*(if your agency chose to have drip emails) Also 60 days out from document expirationOtherwise not going to be used at this time FYI CPAs will not be able to read case notes entered by the State. If CPAs enter case notes, the State can read case notes entered by CPA (CPA will not ever use case notes)



 Child and Family Welfare History – This is our FamLink check and is still 
required per policy. 

 FBI Check – Required when applicant is pending for new license or if 
individual age 16+ has lived out of state in last three years.

 In-State check - This the WSP check. Per policy, workers complete them 
every three years at renewal.

BG Check Documentation
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Note: All three of these checks will be documented on 
CPA Background Clearance Notification Form DCYF 23-

037 for CPA to review clearance dates. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BG Checks Demo the processCPA Licensors do not have the BG Checks tab. All three of these checks must be documented in the BG Checks tab in WA CAP for all adult household members and others on the premises, as well as any “Other Adult”. RL staff will copy BG check results from Famlink into the BG Check tab in WA CAP and input the Child and Family Welfare check information in WA CAP.Youth Background Checks or Famlink Checks are not documented in the BG check tab in WA CAP. Instead:Children 0-15 need Child and Family Welfare check, and verification of completion is documented on the File Checklist and Certification for License of Foster Home by CPA licensor.Youth 16 and 17, need Child and Family Welfare check, and In-State Background Check and verification of completion is documented on this File Checklist and Certification for License of Foster Home.Note that there are upload spots to track 16th and 18th birthdays of children in the home. The upload requires an expiration date where the CPA licensor will want to enter the date the child will turn 16 and another for when they will turn 18. This is done as a way to set a tickler or alert of the need for a BG check. WA CAP will track the upcoming 16th and 18th birthdays of children once they use this Date of 16th/18th birthday (worker upload only) form. Background and Child and Family Welfare History check results will also need to be discussed in the home study for all household members. CPA licensors will gather all the necessary information from the DCYF 23-037 form.



Pre-Approval Placements and Training Logs Tabs
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Preapproval PlacementsSkip, do not useTRAINING NOTE: Pre-Approval Placements Screen: Agency clicks NO on question “Is this caregiver associated with a child currently in care (e.g. a relative, fictive kin, or other relationship)?”And any time an applicant or worker is asked within WA CAP if the caregiver/applicant is associated with a child in care, select “no,” with the exception of the Home Study form for a Kinship License, which does require identification of the specific children and their needs.WA CAP Trainings Logs Will use in the future, skip for now Show in dashboard At the moment, CPA workers will upload their training log into its upload spot under the “Documents tab”, and RLs will continue to enter training information in the Famlink Training log. Also, applicants and CPA staff should still upload individual training certificates into their upload spot.  
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Transfer Application Tab

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Transfer application Demo



Break
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
15 minute break



Worker Side  
Maintenance and Renewal
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve had a chance to discuss the process of getting an applicant licensed, let’s shift our focus to the process for renewals and provider “maintenance,” when families are already licensed. Follow the applicable Process Map for detailed steps on how to complete each of these processes. As we shared earlier, applicants will automatically land in the “Renewals” phase in WA CAP when their first license is approved, even though they are not actually pending renewal. For our purposes in Washington State, the “Renewals” caseload actually refers to Maintenance and Renewals.CPAs will need to maintain accurate records of the Renewals Case Load in WA CAP, capturing household changes and closely monitoring their dashboard throughout the licensing cycle to make sure expiring documents on file remain current and up to date.  Both CPAs and Regional Licensors should closely monitor their dashboard for “Upcoming expiring documents”. Workers will find that the “Renewals w/documents expiring soon” section will alert them of upcoming expiring documents 30 days prior to their expiration date. If documents have expired they will show under the “Renewals w/expired documents.” Workers will also see expiring documents displayed in the Documents tab in the applicant’s file. Applicants will receive a reminder email notification with a link to their WA CAP account 30 days prior to documents expiring, and then again if the document expires and hasn’t been updated. But CPAs will need to work with their applicants to make sure expired documents get updated.
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Change of 
CircumstanceRenewals Modification Amendment

Proceed to correct Maintenance task

Process Map – Provider Maintenance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CPA licensors will need to discuss with their applicant(s) the necessary documents for their renewal or type of maintenance process being completed. They will need a passcode to access the documents necessary for their renewal or maintenance process forms. The CPA will need to: Select the “Waive” option and “Not Applicable” reason for any documents not required for the process being completed, before providing the Applicant with the passcode to begin their renewal or maintenance process forms.When maintaining an applicants file, if a family has a reoccurring adult member (grandparents who visit regularly), or if they have an adult child who goes off to college but visits frequently, don’t delete. Only Delete when they move out permanently, and make sure the BG check stays current.  RenewalsWe are going to spend more time later today going over the renewal process with the WA CAP team so we’ll skip it for now. Maintenance tasks will continue to be done for the same reasons we currently do them: Modifications:Done for general foster licenses onlyFor change in capacity or age. Change in Circumstance: Explain to CPA’s and Regional Licensors that if a Change in Circumstance exists, then it will result in a new assessment of the home. However, a change in circumstance will not always result in a modification or amendment to the actual license. For example, if a youth residing in the home turns 18 years old and moves out of the home and goes to college. This would not result in a need for a modification to the license, unless capacity increase requested since that “child” is an adult. However, if a foster parent adopts a child, then this may result in a modification due to change in number of children.  Also, for a kinship license that has a change in circumstance, it will require a brand new license.Done when adding or removing a caregiverFor any kind of modification needed on a Kinship License. Note that it would require track switch to Initials for an updated HS assessment.For change in a caregiver’s ability to care for childrenMay need an update to the applicant(s) home study vs the reassessment formAmendment: When an Applicant moves, they must complete an application to change their address. Note that CPA licensors will notify LD of the move and the RL is the one who will update the address in WA CAP, not the CPA licensor. Policy 5130 has not changed regarding time frames for moves. Once we receive notification of a “move,” the amended license must be completed within 30 days from the first night spent at the new address, and the license is issued as of the date of that first night in the new home. There are still exceptions to this rule when there are no children placed in the home. Please follow the Required Documents for Child Placing Agencies Guide for further information.For WA CAP specific step by step instruction on how to complete any of these processes, please use the Process Maps.
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WA CAP will notify Applicant of 
upcoming renewal with a drip email.

Automated Process

RL and CPA Licensor Will Not Be 
Copied On Drip Email

90 Days Prior to License 
Expiration Date

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about drip emails. Does everyone know what those are? Facilitator: Take a couple answers and confirm they know these are automated emails sent by WA CAP.Drip emails notify and remind applicants of their upcoming renewal 90 days prior to expiration. CPA Staff don’t have to send these out, they go out automatically.CPA Licensor will need to manually send out the necessary communications for families without email addresses. Regional and CPA licensors will be able to see which families do not have an email next to their provider name in WA CAP. We should always highly encourage families to get an email address and complete the process in WA CAP and provide education about completing the application in WA CAP. Remember this also helps us with data collection.The 90-day drip email is sent to the applicant: Contains instruction on how to log into WA CAP and the passcode “wacpa4kids” to enter Stage 3 (Renewals, Moves, Modifications, Change in Circumstance) Applicant enters code and automatically is moved into Stage 4 renewal (Application Documents)The CPA worker will not see the renewal on their dashboard at 90 days but can see the applicant begin to fill out forms for the renewalAt that time, the CPA licensor would need to indicate which forms are needed for the renewal so the caregiver doesn’t fill out paper work not necessary at renewal. At 60 days to the license expiration date, the home will appear on the CPA and RL staff’s dashboard.	If CPA hasn’t done so already, this is when they should indicate what forms need to be completed for what is required for renewal.The drip email: 1. Will create a case note in WA CAP 2. No way to track timeline for non-email using families. So we should highly encourage families to get an email address and complete their application online.3. If family does not have an email the CPA will need to snail mail a renewal packet. 4. Workers can still see homes expiring at 90 days by applying a filter to their caseload which we will show you how to do soon! 



The Renewal
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Monitor applicant progress

Provide Technical Assistance

Document BG and FamLink Checks  
RL Staff will complete applicable background 
check and Child and Family Welfare History 
check (FamLink check) for all household 
members. CPA Licensor will see results via the 
CPA Background Clearance Notification Form in 
WA CAP.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We won’t spend a lot of time here because WA CAP is going to talk to us about the renewal and reassessment in WA CAP, but mainly we want to remember that CPAs will need to discuss the renewal process and needed forms with the applicant and “waive” the documents not needed for renewal, preferably before providing the passcode to access all forms, so they aren’t doing any unnecessary work or forms. If an applicant for a Kinship License wants to provide general foster care at time of renewal, they must go back to Initials for new HS assessment and new three-year license. If General Foster License applicant wants to track switch to Kinship License and care only for their relative child, they can be track switched to the Maintenance and Renewal track for Kinship and continue with renewal process of that track.  Move into animationCPAs and Regional Licensors should monitor the applicant’s progress and provide the technical assistance needed to complete the renewal process. Background and FamLink Checks  Once BCU staff complete the appropriate background check, RL Staff will complete Child and Family Welfare History check (FamLink check) for all household members. Only adult BG checks are documented in WA CAP. Youth BG check results for 16 and 17 years of age as well as all Famlink check results will go on CPA Background Clearance Notification Form that the CPA Licensor will be able to access within WA CAP once notified by RL staff.  Training and LogCPAs will make sure the applicant’s training certificates and training log is uploaded into WA CAP. Both the applicants and CPA workers can upload training certificates into WA CAP. The RL will then enter the training hours into Famlink because we are not using the WA CAP training log at this time. 



Applying with a New Agency

• Requires a new application 
with a new email address

• Temporarily creates a second 
applicant file

• Must chat Binti to merge files 
once license is approved 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When applying with a new agency or to the State, (formally referred to as a transfer) applicants will need to apply with the new agency using a different email address than the one they have used to get licensed the first time. If it’s a two applicant household and applicant B had an email address on file, they can remove applicant B’s email from their current file and apply using that email address. When transferring, all applicant forms must be completed again with the new agency. The first agency cannot see the work of the new agency and vice versa, however, Regional Licensing staff will be able to see all the work in both applicant files. Once licensed under the new agency, workers will need to Chat Binti to do a file merge between the first and second file. Once merged, the original email address can continue to be used moving forward. Follow your Process Map for specifics of what all needs to be done when working with applicants who wish to transfer to another agency. 
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CPA Foster Home Licensing Investigation Form will 
be initiated in WA CAP.

RL continues to document investigation in the 
FamLink Provider Action. 

If there is a Compliance Agreement required, the 
Compliance Agreement will be done in WA CAP. 

Licensing Investigations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Licensing Investigations will continue to be documented in Famlink. Regional Licensors will initiate the CPA Foster Home Licensing Investigation form in WA CAP and notify the CPA of the new complaint investigation received within required timelines. RL staff will continue to document the licensing investigation in the Famlink Provider Action as we do in current practice, however, any compliance agreement needed must be completed in WA CAP. Please review the Compliance Agreement Guide for CPAs for additional guidance.  Please also refer to your practice memos and relevant tip sheets for step-by-step guidance on Licensing Investigation related processes moving forward, and creating the CPA Foster Home Licensing Investigations form in WA CAP. 



The “No Referral” is referred to as a “Hold” in WA CAP and is either voluntary or involuntary. 

Holds and Overcapacities
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Holds and Overcapacities 
will continue to be 
completed outside of 
WA CAP using the 
current form and 
procedure

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In WA CAP, our No Referral is referred to as a Hold and is either voluntary or involuntary. Holds and Overcapacities will continue to be completed outside of WA CAP using the current form and procedureRL Supervisors will place holds in FamLink. Follow DCYF Policy 5130 and related practice memos for additional guidance on how to complete this process.
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Closure Reasons

• Termination form no longer 
required

• Notify RL of request to close 
license with effective date and 
reason

• CPA staff assignments must be 
removed to maintain 
confidentiality for applicants 
pending legal action 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CPAs submitting a request for closure of a foster home should provide the effective closure date and reason for closure to their RL. CPA licensors do not have the ability to close a home. The Termination of Foster Home License form is no longer required when requesting closure of a Foster Home License, however CPAs need to provide the reason for closure so the RL team can accurately enter closure data in the event a report on closure reasons needs to be pulled in the future. For homes where LD will seek to revoke a family’s license, the CPA will be notified once the determination is made to revoke. Upon communicating the decision with the CPA, any assigned “Partner Agencies” workers will need to be removed in order to respect the applicant’s confidentiality through the legal process. CPA staff should follow the RL Maintenance-Renewal Process Map for further guidance and information on these processes.



WA CAP demo 
for renewal 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Renewal Process  WA CAP does not automatically track 90-day time frames, will have to pull a 90-day report.  Access Caseload on your Renewals Dashboard. You will now view caseload list, then add filter (located on far-right side)Filters will appear, find Renewal Due Date. Calculate 90 days out to 120 days out then apply filter 		  You can now see a list of upcoming Renewals at 90 days and later Note:  to view in excel format click on CSV and download  CPA Worker can access a specific provider from upcoming renewals list and WAIVE (N/A) any requirements that won’t be collected prior to Provider starting their Renewal Process Access Provider then Document tab. Identify Requirement that needs to be “waived” 2. Select Not Applicable from Waive Menu Option, then Click Waive button 3. “Waived” requirement now appears as completed in Status column with a note on Document column Info Only: When Provider logs in, requirements that were Waived will be marked as complete with a green check mark. At 90 days an automated email will be sent to any caregiver with an email address.Note: Any Provider without an email will have to have the Renewal Notice Mail/Emailed outEmail Header: General Renewal - 90 days before expiration Subject: Your Foster Care License expires in 90 daysFacilitator Training Note: 90 day renewal notice, will not be optional and will be sent out to each CPA home, same as the state. TOP will be from state WA CAP team, message from the state. -Everyone has to have that.Letter sample:Dear Foster Parent, Thank you for your years of service. We know that being a foster parent is challenging, and we appreciate your commitment. We would like to let you know that your license will expire in 90 days. We hope your experiences with foster care have been positive and you are interested in renewing your license. To renew your license, please log in to your Washington Caregiver Application Portal (WA CAP) account and use this code (kids4washington) to proceed to the renewal forms. Your CPA Licensor will contact you upon receipt of your application to schedule an inspection home visit with you. You are required to complete ongoing training pursuant to the department's foster home training policy before relicensing: 24 hours for every three-year licensing periodCPR, First Aid, and bloodborne pathogen training do not count toward the 24 hours of training during the three-year licensing periodThe caregiver continuing education training requirement may be met by one or both foster parents on a license, in any combination.Your first two licensing periods must include one training from each competency category:Understanding and Working Within the Child Welfare SystemParenting and Family ManagementCaregiver Self-Awareness and DevelopmentRacial Equity and Social Justice   We accept a variety of training. Talk with your SAM Licensor about any training you have in mind. You can also find free and approved training options by searching Courses through The Alliance for Professional Development, Training, and Caregiver Excellence (The Alliance).Please be aware if we do not receive your renewal application by the date your license expires, your foster home license will close.Thank you for your attention to this matter and for caring for children. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact your SAM Licensor.Per the requirements of Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, DCYF will not discriminate against qualified individuals with disabilities on the basis of its services, programs, or activities. Anyone who requires an auxiliary aid or service for effective communications or a modification of policies or procedures to participate in DCYF programs, services, or activities should contact their worker. Please review Public Notice of Nondiscrimination.  Provider will enter passcode received from automated email (or renewal notice if no email)  Once Passcode is entered, then Application forms can be accessed. Follow the Required Documents for CPAs publication for a list of items to complete for renewal and what must be submitted to the RL.  
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Migration Process Map
Performance Metrics 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LD is committed to supporting RL and CPA staff to ensure the transition to WA CAP is as smooth as possible. In our efforts to do that, we have identified different scenarios that providers(Applicants) will be in during the transition to WA CAP.  



Regional Licensing Migration Plan
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Now- May 12th CPAs will need to complete and submit all 
pending work to RL by May 12th.

May 12th – June 11th Obtain Renewal apps by June 5th for 
Licenses expiring between June 5th 
and July 13th

June 12th – July 9th Famlink Freeze (NO APPROVALS in 
Famlink)

July 10th RL go LIVE (Famlink Freeze Ends)

Sept 12th CPAs go LIVE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We recognize that work will go on even during the transition between our current work and when we go live with the WA CAP portal. In preparation for the transition, a Migration Plan was developed to allow for providers to migrate from Famlink to WA CAP in a way that will allow for work to continue in the licensing process, while also allowing for the necessary steps to take place.From Now- May 12th:CPA’s will need to submit all pending work to RL by May 12th, continue Note: New pending applications pending over 90 days without a complete certification packet submitted will automatically be withdrawn by the Regional Licensor on May 12th (except pending Kinship applications where children are currently placed in the home). 	Regional Licensors will prioritize work during this time.May 12th – June 11thCPAs will obtain renewal application for all licenses expiring between June 5th and July 13th and Submit to the Regional Licensor by June 5th. 	RLs should obtain renewal applications from CPA Licensor by June 11th for any renewals expiring before July 10th and enter into FamLink by June 11th. RL’s must approve any pending licenses/modifications/amendments in FamLink by June 11th for all work submitted by May 12th. 		June 12th – July 9th (Migration Starts - Approvals/Famlink Freeze)During this timeframe we will stop all work in FamLink until the migration process is complete. CPAs will continue current process for all work and submit to Regional Licensor for review, However,  RL will not: Approve pending licenses in FamLink during the freeze, except ICPC and Kinship Licenses.Enter renewal or amendment applications in FamLink during the freeze.Approve maintenance work (renewals/modifications/amendments) in FamLink during the freeze. RL will: Receive and review maintenance work (renewal/modification/ amendment packets).Follow current practices for updated home studies.Enter provider notes of work reviewed are still expected.Note: Once the freeze ends, when its time to approve new licenses in Famlink we will not be backdating “New” apps. Licenses will start the day we approve in WA CAP. Facilitator: Discuss GO LIVE on next slide.



GO LIVE!
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July 10th – Famlink Freeze ends and Regional Licensing goes live

 Intake pending apps into 
      WA CAP 

 Process backlog of new and renewal applications

Sept. 12th – CPAs go Live
 Intake own new 

applicants into WA CAP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
July 10th – RL GO LIVE! (Famlink Freeze Ends)CPAs will continue to submit work to Regional Licensor and RL will Process backlog of new and renewal applications in FamLink.Pending applications will be entered into Famlink and licenses can be approved in Famlink for that backlog waiting for approval. The RL will also Intake pending applications into the appropriate track in WA CAP (on behalf of the CPA). 	 For maintenance and renewal work (renewals/modifications/amendments/updated home studies): RL will Upload paper file into applicant’s file. 	Sept 12th –CPAs GO LIVE!Starting September 12th, CPAs will take over the Intake of all new applicants in WA CAP. All home studies and the licensing process will be completed in WA CAP at this time.Facilitator: Discuss what they will see on their caseload once we go live. After discussing Migration Plan open it up for a Q&A session where CPA staff can ask about scenarios they are unsure and curious about.  	



Slowdown
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• Do your best!
• Continue to engage 

Applicant(s)
• Practice in Demo
• Ask Questions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s important to remember that WA CAP is an ‘intuitive’ system, but there is still a necessity to slow things down during the transition. Recognizing that there is a transformation of business practice and we all have a learning curve, some performance expectations may need to be extended and adjusted. Please do your best. Continue to engage and assist applicants with the licensing process and getting them licensed. Do remind them that there is a pause during the Famlink Freeze, as we transition to the portal.You are encouraged to practice in demo as much as possible with the goal to have foundational readiness to operate in WA CAP once we launch. Facilitator: After discussing Migration Plan open it up for a Q&A session where CPA staff can ask about scenarios they are unsure and curious about.  



Terms and Definitions Activity
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TEST 

YOUR

KNOWLEDGE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Move into animationTEST, YOUR, KNOWLEDGEEnvelopes for groups of 5 averaged based on attendance. Groups will play matching game against the clock to see who can get the most before time is up.  I will bring “prizes” for winning group. This will get them up and moving during the day along with our other activities. 
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Other Licensing Processes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the sake of time, we were not able to cover all Practice Memos (PM) for the different processes today, but we want to reiterate their importance and that they will be your go-to guides when beginning to complete your work in WA CAP. As you become well-versed in your work, you will likely begin to phase them out, but they will be especially handy in the beginning. We also want to note that all other tracks, whether for Kinship Licenses, Expedited Licenses, or Certified Respite will work in the exact same way as the Foster License Track that we viewed and demoed throughout training, but will only have the required forms and steps needed to complete the pathway they’re on. And the PMs will provide that step-by-step instruction. Facilitator: Walk the participants through the pathway to access Process Maps online from the external DCYF website. Make the recommendation to bookmark the page so they will always pull the most current information. Also, a google search for DCYF WA CAP portal can also find the page and clicking on the option for licensing of CPA homes will get workers to the Process Maps as well.



For practice related questions:
• Please contact your Regional Licensor

For training related WA CAP questions:
• Please contact best4kids@dcyf.wa.gov 

For feedback regarding the WA CAP system and forms:
• Please contact dcyf.caregiverportal@dcyf.wa.gov  
 
For questions on WA CAP functionality:
• Chat with Binti or email Binti at help@binti.com

Questions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Questions?We want to strongly encourage you to save LD related practice questions for our LD teams, specifically the WA CAP team and your program leadership. Binti is not able to advise on practice related questions or topics. For practice related WA CAP questions:Please contact dcyf.caregiverportal@dcyf.wa.gov  For training related WA CAP questions:Please contact best4kids@dcyf.wa.gov  For questions on WA CAP functionality:Binti is open between the hours of 6am and 7pm Pacific time Monday through Friday. Chat with Binti using the help button in the bottom right of Binti’s websiteemail Binti at help@binti.comcall Binti toll-free at 844-424-6844!Facilitator note: Before releasing participants in next slide, ask them to use the post it notes on their desks and provide their high and low (what they still want to learn) from the two days of training.  Explain the importance of their feedback for us for training improvement. 

mailto:best4kids@dcyf.wa.gov
mailto:dcyf.caregiverportal@dcyf.wa.gov
mailto:help@binti.com
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Travel Safe and Thank You!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time and participation in the WA CAP Power User Training. We appreciate the opportunity to engage in shared learning together. Please let us know if you have any questions. We will be reviewing our parking lot and any questions that came up today with our leadership teams and providing an FAQ resource in the near future. Travel safe and thank you!
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